This paper studies fixed effects estimation of quantile regression (QR) models with panel data. Previous studies show that there are two important difficulties with the standard QR estimation. First, the estimator can be biased because of the well-known incidental parameters problem. Secondly, the non-smoothness of the objective function significantly complicates the asymptotic analysis of the estimator especially in the panel data case. We overcome the latter problem by smoothing the objective function. Under an asymptotic framework where both the numbers of individuals and time periods grow at the same rate, we show that the fixed effects estimator for the smoothed objective function has a limiting normal distribution with a bias in the mean, giving the analytic form of the asymptotic bias. We propose a simple one-step bias correction to the fixed effects estimator based on the analytic bias formula obtained from our asymptotic analysis. We illustrate the effect of the bias correction to the estimator through simulations.
Introduction
Since the seminal work of Koenker and Bassett (1978) , quantile regression (QR) has attracted considerable interest in statistics and econometrics. It offers an easy-toimplement method to estimate conditional quantiles, and is known as a more flexible tool to capture the effect of explanatory variables to the response than mean regression.
The theoretical properties of the QR method are well established for cross sectional models; see Koenker (2005) for references and discussion.
In contrast to mean regression, however, little is known about the ability of the QR method to analyze panel (longitudinal) data models in which individual effects are included to capture unobserved heterogeneity. An approach in this direction is to treat each individual effect as a parameter to be estimated and apply the standard QR estimation to the individual and common parameters all together (Koenker, 2004) . 1 Unfortunately, the resulting estimator of the common parameters in general will be inconsistent when the number of individuals n goes to infinity while the number of time periods T is fixed. This is a version of incidental parameters problems (Neyman and Scott, 1948) which have been extensively studied in the recent econometrics literature (see Lancaster, 2000 , for a review). Arellano and Bonhomme (2009, p.490) stated that the incidental parameters problem is "one of the main challenges in modern econometrics".
A recent attempt to cope with the incidental parameters problem is to introduce an asymptotic framework that n and T jointly go to infinity. Li, Lindsay, and Waterman (2003) considered the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation for smooth likelihood functions and showed that the ML estimator (MLE) of the common parameters has an order O(T −1 ) bias, so its limiting normal distribution has a bias in the mean (even) when n and T grow at the same rate. An important implication of their work is that properly bias corrected estimators enjoy mean-zero asymptotic normality for T with a slower rate than n. Since then, several bias correction methods for the ML estimation (or more generally, M-estimation) have been proposed in the literature; see Hahn and Newey (2004) , Woutersen (2002) , Arellano and Hahn (2005) , Bester and Hansen (2009) , Arellano and Bonhomme (2009) and Dhaene and Jochmans (2009) , to name only a few.
A distinctive feature of QR is that the objective function, often referred to as the check function, is not differentiable. This means that the asymptotic analysis of the previous nonlinear panel data literature is not directly applicable to the QR 1 Koenker (2004) indeed proposed a penalized estimation method where the individual parameters are subject to the ℓ 1 penalty. Other approaches are found in Abrevaya and Dahl (2008) , Canay (2008) and Rosen (2009). case since it substantially depends on the smoothness of objective functions. Kato, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2010) formally established the asymptotic properties of the standard QR estimator of the common parameters. However, they required the restrictive condition that T grows faster than n 2 to show asymptotic normality of the estimator, and did not succeed in deriving the bias. The difficulty to handle the QR estimator in panel models is partly explained by the fact that the bias expression in Hahn and Newey (2004) is related to the second order bias of the MLE for the individual parameters while the second order behavior of QR estimators is non-standard and rather complicated (Arcones, 1998; Knight, 1998) . It is worthwhile to remark that, to our knowledge, there is no paper that formally derives the bias for the standard QR estimator under the large n and T asymptotics, nor rigorously studies the bias correction for panel QR models.
This paper overcomes the above problem by smoothing the objective function. The idea of smoothing non-differentiable objective functions owes to Amemiya (1982) and Horowitz (1992 Horowitz ( , 1998 . We refer to the resulting estimator as the fixed effects smoothed quantile regression (FE-SQR) estimator. We show that under suitable regularity conditions, the FE-SQR estimator has an order O(T −1 ) bias and hence has a limiting normal distribution with a bias in the mean (even) when n and T grow at the same rate. As naturally expected, the bias depends on the conditional and unconditional densities and their first derivatives. We propose a simple one-step bias correction based on the analytic form of the asymptotic bias. We also examine the half-panel jackknife method originally proposed by Dhaene and Jochmans (2009) to the FE-SQR estimator. We theoretically show that the both methods eliminate the bias of the limiting distribution. It is important to note that these asymptotic results are not derived from the method of Li, Lindsay, and Waterman (2003) since the bandwidth tending to zero as the sample size increases is involved in the objective function and the standard stochastic expansion does not apply to such a case (see Horowitz, 1998) . In this case, we have to control the smoothing effect and at the same time handle the problem of diverging number of parameters, which we believe is challenging from a technical point of view.
We conduct a small Monte Carlo study to illustrate the effect of the bias correction to the FE-SQR estimator. We examine the cases where n ∈ {100, 200} and T ∈ {8, 12, 16, 20}. The results show that, on the one hand, as expected, the standard QR and the FE-SQR estimators are moderately biased except for some special cases. In addition, the one-step bias correction is able to substantially reduce the bias in many cases, although it slightly increases the variability in the small sample partly because of the nonparametric estimation of the bias term.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a QR model with individual effects and formally define the FE-SQR estimator. In Section 3, we present the theorems about the limiting distributions of the FE-SQR estimator and the bias corrected one when n and T grow at the same rate. In Section 4, we report a Monte Carlo study to assess the finite sample performance of the estimator and the bias correction. In Section 5, we leave some concluding remarks. We relegate the proofs of the theorems to the Appendix.
Model and estimation method
For each fixed τ ∈ (0, 1), we consider a QR model with individual effects
where y it is a response variable, x it is a p dimensional vector of explanatory variables and Q τ (y it |x it , α * i ) is the conditional τ -quantile of y it given x it and α * i . In model (2.1), each α * i represents an individual heterogeneity and is called an individual effect. In general, each α * i and β 0 can depend on τ , but we assume τ to be fixed throughout the paper and suppress such a dependence for notational simplicity. The number of individuals is denoted by n and the number of time periods is denoted by T = T n which may depends on n. Usually, we omit the subscript n of T n . It should be noted that although the model (2.1) looks "linear" at a first sight, the quantile is a nonlinear functional of the random variable, so the conventional differencing out strategy is not appropriate for the QR case.
We consider the fixed effects estimation of β 0 , which is implemented by treating each individual effect as a parameter to be estimated. The standard QR estimation
2)
where I(·) is the indicator function, α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ′ ∈ R n and β ∈ R p . Note that α implicitly depends on n. As in general nonlinear panel models, except for some special cases, the estimator of β 0 defined by (2.2) is inconsistent as n → ∞ while T is fixed.
For completeness, we give in Appendix A a simple example in which the standard QR estimator of the common parameter is actually inconsistent as n → ∞ while T is fixed, since we were not aware of such an example in published works. It is interesting to note that in the example described in Appendix A the bias can be arbitrarily large by letting τ close to zero or one.
A distinctive feature of the standard QR estimation is that the objective function is not differentiable. Therefore, the basic smoothness assumption imposed in the recent nonlinear panel data literature is not satisfied for the standard QR estimator. Kato, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2010) rigorously investigated the asymptotic properties of the standard QR estimator, sayβ KB , defined by (2.2) when n and T jointly go to infinity. The essential content of their theoretical results is that whileβ KB is consistent under mild regularity conditions, justifying (mean-zero) asymptotic normality ofβ KB requires the restrictive condition that T grows faster than n 2 . 2 They remarked that the non-smoothness of the objective function (more precisely, the non-smoothness of the scores) significantly complicates the asymptotic analysis ofβ KB when n and T jointly go to infinity. In particular, to our knowledge, whether the asymptotic results analogous to those of Li, Lindsay, and Waterman (2003) or Hahn and Newey (2004) hold forβ KB is not known.
In this paper, instead of the standard QR estimator, we study the asymptotic properties of the estimator defined by a minimizer of a smoothed version of the QR objective function. Smoothing the QR objective function is employed in Horowitz (1998) to study the bootstrap refinement for inference in conditional quantile models. 3
The basic insight of Horowitz (1998) is to smooth over I(y it ≤ α i + x ′ it β) by using a kernel function. Let K(·) be a kernel function and G(·) be the survival function of
We do not require K(·) to be nonnegative, and will state some requirements of K(·) in Section 3. Let {h n } be a sequence of positive numbers (bandwidths) such that h n → 0 as n → ∞ and write G hn (·) = G(·/h n ). Note that
Then, we consider the estimator (α,β) := arg min
where A is a compact subset of R, A n is the product of n copies of A and B is a compact subset of R p . The compactness of A n × B is required to ensure the existence of (α,β). We callβ the fixed effects smoothed quantile regression (FE-SQR) estimator of β 0 .
PutK(u) := uK(u) andK hn (u) := h −1 nK (u/h n ). We use the notation ∂ α i = ∂/∂α i 2 Kato, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2010), however, did not show that this condition is necessary for (mean-zero) asymptotic normality ofβ KB . Whether one can substantially improve this condition
is still an open question. 3 A motivation to handle the smoothed QR estimator in Horowitz (1998) is that higher order asymptotic theory of the unsmoothed QR estimator is non-standard, which significantly complicates the study of the bootstrap refinement for inference based on it (see also Horowitz, 2001, Section 4.3) .
and ∂ β = ∂/∂β. Since the objective function in (2.3) is smooth with respect to (α, β),
As we will see in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the terms concerningK(·) do not affect the first order asymptotic distribution ofβ. This can be understood by regardingK(·) as a "kernel", though the integral ofK(·) over the real line is not one.
For a later purpose, we refer to the partial derivative with respect to α i as the α iderivative and the partial derivative with respect to β as the β-derivative. n −1 H
(1) ni (α i , β) and H
(2) n (α, β) are the α i -derivative and the β-derivative of one minus the objective function in (2.3), respectively. From an analogy to the ML estimation, we call
Asymptotic theory
In this section, we investigate the asymptotic properties of the FE-SQR estimator. In the asymptotic analysis, as in Hahn and Newey (2004) and Fernandez-Val (2005) , we pick a single realization (α 10 , α 20 , . . . ) of (α * 1 , α * 2 , . . . ) and treat each α i0 as a fixed true parameter. In what follows, suppose that every argument is conditional on α * i = α i0 for each individual i. Put α 0 := (α 10 , . . . , α n0 ) ′ .
Assumptions
This section provides conditions under which the FE-SQR estimator has a limiting normal distribution with a bias in the mean when n and T grow at the same rate. The conditions below are stronger than needed if the main concern is to prove consistency only or asymptotic normality of the estimator when n/T → 0. However, the conditions are, to some extent, standard in the literature. The distribution of (y it , x it ) is allowed to depend on i.
for each fixed i and independent across i. Let F i (u|x) denote the conditional distribution function of u it given x it = x.
We assume that F i (u|x) has density f i (u|x). Let f i (u) denote the marginal density of u it . For two sequences of positive numbers {a n } and {b n }, we write a n ≍ b n when there exists a positive constant C such that C −1 b n ≤ a n ≤ Cb n for every n.
] are bounded away from zero uniformly over i ≥ 1.
(A6) (a) K(·) is symmetric about the origin, of bounded support and three times continuously differentiable. (b) K(·) is an r-th order kernel, that is,
where r is given in condition (A4).
(A7) h n ≍ T −a , where 1/r < a < 1/3.
is nonsingular for each n, and the limit Γ := lim n→∞ Γ n exists and is nonsingular.
exists and is nonsingular.
Condition (A1) is the same as Condition 1 (i) in Fernandez-Val (2005) . We exclude temporal dependence to ease the technical treatment. 4 The condition that x it is uniformly bounded can be removed at the expense of the lengthier proof. Condition (A3)
is standard in asymptotic theory. As Kato, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2010) noted, condition (A4) guarantees identification of each α i0 and β 0 . Condition (A5) puts some restrictions on the conditional density and is to some extent standard in the QR literature. Compare Assumption 4 in Horowitz (1998) and condition (ii) of Theorem 3 in Angrist, Chernozhukov, and Fernandez-Val (2006) . We require no less than three times differentiability of the conditional density in order to make the smoothing bias negligible.
Condition (A6) corresponds to Assumption 5 in Horowitz (1998) . Condition (A6) (b) requires K(·) to be a higher order kernel. Conditions (A7)-(A9) are only used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The requirement that a < 1/3 is explained in Horowitz (1998) . The proof of Theorem 3.1 below shows that the asymptotic bias ofβ is
term corresponds to the estimation error of each individual effect and the O(h r n ) term corresponds to the smoothing bias. To make h r n = o(T −1 ), we need ar > 1. A higher order kernel is needed to ensure condition (A7). Several higher order kernels are listed in Muller (1984) . An implicit assumption behind this condition is that T grows as fast as n. In practice, it is recommended to set h n = o{(nT ) −1/(2r) } in order to make the smoothing bias o{(nT ) −1/2 }. Conditions (A8) and (A9) are concerned with the asymptotic covariance matrix and the asymptotic bias, respectively.
Main results
We first show consistency of the estimator. Although the main concern is the distributional result, consistency of the estimator is an important prerequisite since it guarantees that (α,β) is an interior point of A n × B and thus satisfies the first order condition (2.4) with probability approaching one. As in Kato, Galvao, and Montes- The condition on T for the consistency in general depends on the order of x it 's 4 Kuersteiner (2002, 2004) studied the bias correction for dynamic panel data models with smooth objective functions. The extension of their results to the current case is conceptually straightforward but technically involved. moment. See Theorem 2.1 of Kato, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2010) .
Next, we present the limiting distribution of the FE-SQR estimator when n and T grow at the same rate. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is relegated to Appendix B.2.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that n/T → ρ for some ρ > 0. Then, under conditions (A1)-
.
( 3.2)
The bias depends on the conditional and unconditional densities and their first derivatives. This may be naturally expected because of the nature of QR. On the other hand, it is perhaps surprising that the asymptotic bias is of a simple form in comparison with the general bias formula displayed in Hahn and Newey (2004) . The proof shows that the bias has actually three sources. 5 The first comes from the correlation between α i and the α i -derivative of the α i -score evaluated at the truth. The second comes from the correlation betweenα i and the α i -derivative of the β-score evaluated at the truth. The third comes from the variance ofα i . It is shown that the first and second are canceled out at the O(T −1 ) rate and only the third one remains in the final bias expression.
Our proof strategy is substantially different from a functional expansion method of Li, Lindsay, and Waterman (2003) because it would be unsuitable to handle the situation where the kernel smoothing is involved. The proof strategy is perhaps closer in spirit to the iterative method of stochastic expansion displayed in Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996) , but still quite different from theirs. It should be pointed out that although the objective function is smooth in the present problem, the proof is still non-trivial since we have to control the smoothing effect and at the same time handle the problem of diverging number of nuisance parameters.
As stated in the literature, the problem of the limiting distribution of
not being centered is that confidence intervals based on the asymptotic approximation will be incorrect. In particular, even if b is small, the asymptotic bias can be of moderate size when the ratio n/T is large. In what follows, we shall consider the bias correction to the FE-SQR estimator.
We first consider a simple one-step bias correction based on the analytic form of the asymptotic bias.
Then, s i , γ i , ν i and Γ can be nonparametrically estimated bŷ
Then, the one-step bias corrected estimator is defined asβ
there is no need to use the same kernel and the same bandwidth to estimate β 0 and b. In particular, the kernel may not be higher order to estimate b.
The next theorem shows that under the same conditions as Theorem 3.1,β 1 has the limiting normal distribution with mean zero and the same covariance matrix asβ.
The proof of the theorem is relegated to Appendix B.3.
Theorem 3.2. Under the same conditions as Theorem 3.1, we have
Remark 3.1 (Estimation of the asymptotic covariance matrix). As a byproduct of Theorem 3.2, we can obtain a consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows thatΓ n
Thus, the matrix V can be consistently estimated bŷ
so under the same conditions as Theorem 3.1, it is shown that
Under suitable regularity conditions, the mean-zero asymptotic normality of the bias corrected MLE for smooth likelihood functions hold when n/T 3 → 0 (see Theorem 2 of Hahn and Newey, 2004) . This is because the leading term of the bias expansion is O p (T −1 ) and the next term is O p (T −2 ). In our case, it is important to note that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 may hold when T grows with a slower rate than n. However, the second term of the bias expansion forβ is not O p (T −2 ) and a precise condition on T to ensure the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 depends on the order of the kernel and the decreasing rate of the bandwidth, and is not of a "clean" form because of the presence of kernel smoothing. Thus, we state the theorem in the present form.
We next consider the half-panel jackknife method originally proposed by Dhaene and Jochmans (2009) , which is an automatic way of removing the bias ofβ. Suppose for a moment that T is even. Partition {1, . . . , T } into two subsets, S 1 := {1, . . . , T /2} and S 2 := {T /2 + 1, . . . , T }. Letβ Sa be the FE-SQR estimate based on the data
The half-panel jackknife estimator is defined asβ 1/2 := 2β−β 1/2 , whereβ 1/2 := (β S 1 +β S 2 )/2. For simplicity, suppose for a moment that we use the same bandwidth to constructβ andβ Sa (a = 1, 2). Theorem 3.3. Under the same conditions as Theorem 3.1, we have
The proof of this theorem is immediate from the asymptotic representation of the FE-SQR estimator that appears in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The half-panel jackknife estimator would be attractive in both theoretical and practical senses. In fact, its validity does not require any extra condition as we can see from Theorem 3.3. It would be also preferable from a practical point of view since it does not require the nonparametric estimation of the bias term and at the same time is easy to implement.
One can find some other options to correct the bias of the FE-SQR estimator from the literature (see, for instance, Hahn and Newey, 2004; Arellano and Hahn, 2005; Bester and Hansen, 2009; Dhaene and Jochmans, 2009 ). Though it is an interesting topic, the exhaustive comparative study of such methods is beyond the scope of this paper, and we would restrict our attention to the one-step bias correction and the half-panel jackknife method.
We end this section with an example that will give an intuition for the bias term.
This example shows that in some cases like linear location models, the bias term is exactly zero, while in heteroscedastic models, the bias term is in general not zero.
Example 3.1. Consider a linear location-scale model
for each fixed i and independent across i, and ϵ it has the identical distribution F ϵ . In this
Then, a simple algebra yields that
,
From these expressions, we can see that the bias vanishes in some cases. For example, if σ it = 1, i.e., the scale does not depend on x it , ν i = 0 for all i and thus b = 0. Even if the scale depends on x it , the bias is zero when f
ϵ (F −1 ϵ (τ )) = 0, which occurs, for example, when the median and the mode of F ϵ are zero and τ = 0.5.
A Monte Carlo study

Design
In this section, we report a small Monte Carlo study to investigate the finite sample performance of the bias correction. A simple version of model (2.1) is considered in this study: , 12, 16, 20} and τ ∈ {0.25, 0.50, 0.75}. As in Horowitz (1998) , we used the fourth order kernel
The number of repetitions for each Monte Carlo experiment is 2,000. The FE-SQR objective function is not necessarily convex and may have several local optima.
Thus, the choice of the starting value is important when computing the estimate. We chose the standard QR estimate as a reasonable starting value. We used quantreg package (Koenker, 2009 ) to compute the standard QR estimates. The estimators under consideration are the standard QR estimatorβ KB defined by (2.2); the FE-SQR estimatorβ; the one-step bias corrected FE-SQR estimatorβ 1 and the half-panel jackknife estimatorβ 1/2 described in Section 3.
The choice of the bandwidth is a common, sometimes difficult problem when the kernel smoothing is used. In this experiment, we used h 1n = c 1 s 1 (nT ) −1/7 to construct the FE-SQR estimate, where c 1 is some constant and s 1 is the sample standard deviation ofũ it = y it −α i,KB − x itβKB , and h 2n = c 2 s 2 T −1/5 to construct the bias estimate, where c 2 is some constant and s 2 is the sample standard deviation of
These choices are only for simplicity. We leave the choice of the bandwidth as a future topic. Some intuition behind these choices, however, may be explained as follows. According to condition (A7) and the discussion in Section 3.1, the bandwidth used to construct the FE-SQR estimate should be of the same order as (nT ) −a/2 with 1/3 < a < 1/4 when n and T grow at the same rate. Our choice h 1n satisfies this restriction except for the fact that it depends on the data. 8 On the other hand, in view of the proof of Theorem 3.2, the bandwidth used to constructb, say h 2n , should be such that h 2n ≍ T −a with 0 < a < 1/3 to makeb consistent for b. Our choice h 2n satisfies this restriction. The reason for the use of the different bandwidths is that in practical situations where n is much larger than T , the choice h 1n is inclined to be rather small forb, which results in less stability of the analytic bias correction.
Regarding the constants in h 1n and h 2n , we set c 1 = 1 and c 2 = 2 for specificity.
When T is small, on rare occasionsf i is very close to zero for some i, which results in an unreasonable value ofβ 1 . To avoid this, we devised the trimming. Put
for some small constant c > 0. We modifiedΓ n andb aŝ
In our implementation, we set c = 0.01 for simplicity. The trimming is frequently used in the nonparametric and semiparametric literature. We refer to Section 6.4 of Ichimura and Todd (2007) for discussion on trimming.
Results
Before looking at the Monte Carlo results, it is worthwhile to summarize our objects of this experiment. The objects are twofold. The first one is to examine whether the bias correction methods work for finite sample. In view of the theoretical results, the bias ofβ 1 andβ 1/2 should be smaller thanβ, at least for moderate T . In fact, the methods described in Section 3.2 are intended to remove the bias of order O(T −1 ), so T times the bias ofβ 1 andβ 1/2 should decrease as T increases. To this end, as in Phillips and Sul (2007) , we computed T times the bias of each estimator. The second object is to examine the effect of the bias correction to the variance of the estimator.
The theoretical results suggest that the asymptotic variance ofβ 1 orβ 1/2 is the same as that ofβ. To this end, we computed the standard deviation of each estimator. The results forβ KB are only for reference, and we mainly focus on the comparison between β,β 1 andβ 1/2 . 9 Table 1 presents the results for the normal error with n = 100. It can be observed that the one-step bias correction works well for each τ in terms of the bias reduction.
In particular, T times the bias ofβ 1 roughly decreases as T increases, while that of β (andβ KB ) behaves like stationary expect for the τ = 0.5 case. For τ = 0.5, as we have seen in Example 3.1, the order O(T −1 ) bias of the FE-SQR estimator is exactly zero when ϵ it has the standard normal distribution, so it is not surprising that the bias ofβ 1 is sightly larger than that ofβ, and T times the bias ofβ also decreases as T 9 Recall that it is not known whether a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 holds forβ KB .
increases in that case. It is curious to note that the half panel jackknife method does not work for this and other cases reported here. On the other hand, the one-step bias correction slightly increases the standard deviation. This may reflect the fact that the bias estimate is likely to be unstable in the finite sample (especially when T is small) since it depends on the nonparametric estimation of the conditional and unconditional densities and their first derivatives. Table 2 presents the results for the χ 3 2 error with n = 100. In this case, the one-step bias correction does not work so well as in the previous case in particular for τ = 0.25.
For τ = 0.25, the bias ofβ is very small, so the bias correction might be redundant in that case. For τ = 0.5, the bias ofβ 1 is larger than that ofβ for T = 8, 12 but is smaller than that ofβ for T = 16, 20. The bias ofβ is the largest when τ = 0.75 among the quantiles under consideration. It is noticeable that the one-step bias correction works quite well in that case. The results for the standard deviation are analogous to the previous case, Table 1 .
The results for n = 200, presented in Tables 3 (normal error) and 4 (χ 2 3 error), basically parallel those for n = 100. Overall, in our limited examples, we may conclude that the one-step bias correction is able to substantially reduce the bias in many cases, although it slightly increases the variability in the small sample partly because of the nonparametric estimation of the bias term.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have shown that the smoothed quantile regression estimator for panel QR models has a limiting normal distribution with a bias in the mean when n and T grow at the same rate. We have further considered the two methods of correcting the bias of the estimator, namely an analytic bias correction and the half-panel jackknife method of Dhaene and Jochmans (2009) , and theoretically shown that they actually eliminate the bias in the limiting distribution. The contribution of this paper is to open a new door to the bias correction of common parameters' estimators in panel QR models, which we believe is an important research area.
A substantial difference from smooth nonlinear panel models is that the FE-SQR estimator requires the choice of the bandwidth and its asymptotic bias consists of nonparametric objects. In particular, the estimation of the bias term is more complicated than in smooth nonlinear panel models. As stated in Section 4, the choice of the bandwidth is an important topic to be further investigated in a future work. Moreover, a thorough finite sample comparison of various bias correction methods and inference procedures for panel QR models would be an additional interesting future research topic. 10
A Fixed-T inconsistency of the standard QR estimator
In this section, we present an example in which the standard QR estimator of the common parameter is actually inconsistent as n goes to infinity while T is fixed. Suppose as before that τ ∈ (0, 1) is fixed. Let us consider a simple model
Assume that (ϵ it , d it ) is i.i.d. across i and t; {ϵ it } and {d it } are independent; P(d it = 0) = P(d it = 1) = 1/2 and ϵ it ∼ N (0, 1). In this case, the pair (y it , d it ) satisfies the conditional quantile restriction
where Φ(·) is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. We consider the consequence of applying the standard QR estimation to this model. According to Graham, Hahn, and Powell (2009) 
that is,β KB is the least absolute deviation estimator with y i2 − y i1 as a response variable and d i2 − d i1 as an explanatory variable. From Angrist, Chernozhukov, and Fernandez-Val (2006) ,β KB converges in probability to the unique β * that solves
We shall compute β * . If d i2 = 1 and d i1 = 0, then y i2 − y i1 = 1 + 2ϵ i2 − ϵ i1 ∼ N (1, 5) .
which takes zero only when β * = 1, soβ KB is inconsistent unless τ = 1/2. The absolute bias ofβ KB is |Φ −1 (τ )|, which diverges as τ goes to zero or one.
B Proofs
For any triangular sequence {a ni } n i=1 and ϵ n → 0, we write a ni =ō(ϵ n ) if max 1≤i≤n |a ni | = o(ϵ n ). We also defineŌ(·),ō p (·) andŌ p (·) in a similar fashion.
B.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1
Put
Without loss of generality, we may assume that α i0 = 0 and β 0 = 0.
Let ∥ · ∥ 1 denote the ℓ 1 norm. For δ > 0, define N δ : = {(α, β) : |α| + ∥β∥ 1 ≤ δ} and N c δ by its complement in R p+1 . We first show that for any δ > 0,
To see this, use the identity of Knight (1998) 
from which we can see that each map (α, β) → ∆ i (α, β) is convex by differentiation. By condition (A5), we can expand ∆ i (α, β) uniformly over (α, β) such that |α| + ∥β∥ 1 = δ and i ≥ 1 as
By condition (A4), there exist a positive constant c independent of i such that
Thus, there exists a positive constant δ 0 such that for any 0 < δ ≤ δ 0 ,
Now, pick any 0 < δ ≤ δ 0 and any (α, β) ∈ N c δ . Take r = δ/(|α| + ∥β∥ 1 ),α = rα and β = rβ, so that |α|+∥β∥ 1 = δ. Because of the convexity of the map (ᾱ,β) → ∆ i (ᾱ,β), we have ∆ i (α, β) ≥ r −1 ∆ i (α,β). Thus, by (B.2), (B.1) holds for 0 < δ ≤ δ 0 . It is then obvious that (B.1) holds for any δ > 0 since the left hand side of (B.1) is nondecreasing in δ > 0.
Next, we shall show that
From the proof of Lemma 1 in Horowitz (1998) , the first and second terms are O(h n ) uniformly over (α, β) ∈ A × B and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Kato, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2010) , when log n/T → 0, the third term is o p (1) uniformly over (α, β) ∈ A × B and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, we obtain (B.3).
We shall showβ p → 0 = β 0 . Pick any δ > 0 and put ϵ :
We next prove max i≤i≤n |α i | p → 0. Pick any δ > 0 and put ϵ as before. Recall that α i = arg min α∈A M ni (α,β). When |α i | > δ for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Thus, we obtain the inclusion relation
By (B.3), P(A 1n ) → 0. On the other hand, since ∆ i (0,β) ≤ 2M ∥β∥, consistency ofβ implies that P(A 2n ) → 0. Therefore, we complete the proof.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Recall the definition of H
(1) , β) ]. The proof of Theorem 3.1 consists of a series of lemmas. Throughout the proof, we assume all the conditions of Theorem 3.1.
Lemmas B.1-B.3 below are used to derive a convenient expansion ofβ which will be given in (B.15) .
Proof of Lemma B.1. The consistency result shows that (α,β) satisfies the first order condition (2.4) with probability approaching one. The first order condition implies
Expanding H (1) ni (α i ,β) around (α i0 , β 0 ) and using Lemma C.1, we obtain (B.4). On the other hand, the first order condition implies that
Expanding H
(2) n (α,β) around (α 0 , β 0 ) and using Lemma C.1, we obtain
Plugging (B.4) into (B.7) yields that H
(2) Put
(1) (u it /h n ),
Lemma B.2. We have
where δ 1n and δ 2n are given in Lemma B.1.
Proof of Lemma B.2. We only prove (B.9) since the proof of (B.10) is analogous. Ob-
, where for each i,β i is on the line segment betweenβ and β 0 . Now, by Lemma C.2, ∂ β H (1)
Similarly, use Taylor's theorem to obtain
where for each i,α i is on the line segment betweenα i and α i0 . By Lemma C.2, we
]. Therefore, we complete the proof.
Proof of Lemma B.3. By Lemmas B.2 and C.2, both n −1 ∑ n i=1 γ i I (1) ni and I
(2)
Using this estimate, together with Lemma B.2, we obtain by (B.4)
Now, H
(1)
and, by Hoeffding's inequality, it is shown that
Therefore, we complete the proof.
where we have used Lemma C.2 to obtain the last equality. Put
Plugging the expression in (B.12) into (B.9) and (B.10), and using Lemma C.2, we obtain
On the other hand, since max 1≤i≤n |H
Plugging the estimates in (B.13)-(B.14) into (B.5), we obtain
The first term on the right hand side of (B.15) is the sum of independent random variables with approximately zero mean, and expected to follow the central limit theorem. We will establish this in Lemma B.4. On the other hand, B 1 , B 2 and B 3 are expected to contribute to the bias. We will establish the limiting behavior of these terms in Lemmas B.5 and B.6.
Lemma B.4. We have
Proof of Lemma B.4. For an arbitrarily fixed c ∈ R p , put
Note that z it depends on n. By the Cramér-Wold device, it suffices to show that 
Now, uniformly over both x and i,
Thus, the variance of (nT
Applying the Lyapunov central limit theorem, we obtain the desired result.
Lemma B.5. B 3 is expanded as 
For an arbitrarily fixed c ∈ R p , put a i := s 2 i c ′ ν i . Then,
Thus, (B.17) is shown to be O{n −1 (T −2 + T −2 h r n + T −1 h 2r n + h 4r n )} = O(n −1 T −2 ), which leads to the desired result. Lemma B.6. B 1 and B 2 are expanded as
Proof of Lemma B.6. We only prove the expansion for B 1 . The expansion for B 2 can be shown in a similar way. Put
Since K(·) is symmetric about the origin, the third term inside the brace is zero, and
The third equality is due to the fact that
Therefore, we have E[B 1 ] = (2τ − 1) · (n −1 ∑ n i=1 γ i )/(2T ) + O(T −1 h n ). For an arbitrarily fixed c ∈ R p , put a i := s i c ′ γ i . Then, B.18) and the second term on the right hand side of (
otherwise.
Recall that |z it | ≤ L for some constant L depending only on K(·), so
Thus, the first term on the right hand side of (B.18) is O(n −1 T −2 h −1 n ). Similarly, we can 
where b is given in (3.2). Therefore, we obtain (3.1). 
We use the notation in Appendix C below. Without loss of generality, we may assume that α i0 = 0 and β 0 = 0. Then,ŝ i can be written asŝ
By Proposition 3.1, we havef i (α i ,β) = f i (0) +ō p (1), which, by condition (A5) (c), implies thatŝ i = s i +ō p (1). Similarly, we can show thatγ i = γ i +ō p (1). To prove the second assertion of (B.19), observe that
where the second equality is due to Lemma C.2. Third inequality can be deduced from the evaluation analogous to (B.20) . Similarly, we can show thatΓ n = Γ n + o p (1) and by condition (A8) (a),Γ −1 n = Γ −1 n + o p (1). Finally, since s i and ν i are bounded over i ≥ 1, we havê
(a)f
As in Horowitz (1998) , we employ empirical process theory to prove the lemma. Before the proof, we introduce some notation. Let F be a class of measurable functions on a measurable space (S, S). For a process Z(f ) defined on F, ∥Z(f )∥ F := sup f ∈F |Z(f )|.
For a probability measure Q on (S, S) and ϵ > 0, let N (F, L 2 (Q), ϵ) denote the ϵcovering number of F with respect to the L 2 (Q) norm ∥· ∥ L 2 (Q) . In the proof of Lemma C.2, we make use of an exponential inequality for centered empirical processes, which originates from Talagrand (1996) . The current form of the inequality is due to Corollary 2.2 in Gine and Guillou (2002) . For a reference, we describe the inequality in the next proposition. There, we assume F to be a pointwise measurable class of functions, i.e., each element of F is measurable and there exists a countable subset G such that
This condition is discussed in Section 2.3 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) .
Proposition C.1 (Talagrand (1996) ; in this form, Gine and Guillou (2002) 
where φ(L, C) := log(1 + C/(4L))/(LC). 11 The assumption that F is pointwise measurable is substantial for Proposition 3.1 since the proof of Talagrand's (1996) Theorem 1.4 exploits the fact that the class is countable. Now, we shall prove Lemma C.2.
Proof of Lemma C.2. We only prove (a) with j = 0. The other cases can be shown in a similar way. For simplicity, we writef i (α, β) forf = o(n −1 ).
We apply Proposition C.1 toG ni . To do this, we shall check the conditions of Proposition C.1 toG ni . The continuity of K(·) guarantees thatG ni is pointwise measurable.
Put κ := sup u∈R |K(u)|. We can take U = 2κ toG ni . Next, we check the metric entropy condition. Put G := {g α,β,h : (α, β) ∈ R p+1 , h > 0} andG i := {g − E[g(ξ i1 )] : g ∈ G}.
Since condition (A6) guarantees that K(·) is of bounded variation, by Lemma 22 of Nolan and Pollard (1987) , there exist constants A and v such that N (G, L 2 (Q), κδ) ≤ (A/δ) v for 0 < δ < 1 and every probability measure Q on R p+1 . Let P i denote the joint distribution of (u it , x it ). Since |E[g(ξ i1 )]−E[ḡ(ξ i1 )]| ≤ E[|g(ξ i1 )−ḡ(ξ i1 )|] ≤ ∥g −ḡ∥ L 2 (P i ) for g,ḡ ∈ G, if we write G δ,Q for a δ-cover of G with respect to ∥ · ∥ L 2 (Q) , the class {g − E[ḡ(ξ i1 )] : g ∈ G δ,Q ,ḡ ∈ G δ,P i } is a (2δ)-cover ofG i with respect to ∥ · ∥ L 2 (Q) . Thus, for every 0 < δ < 1 and every probability measure Q on R p+1 , we have
Let L, C be the constants given in Proposition C.1. Observe that
for (α, β) ∈ R p+1 and i ≥ 1. Finally, since h n ≍ T −a with 1/r < a < 1/3 and T ≍ n, there exists a positive integer n 0 (independent of i) such that for all n ≥ n 0 ,
Therefore, by Proposition C.1, we have for n ≥ n 0 ,
which is o(n −1 ) and the right hand side is independent of i. The proof ends. 
